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 10,000 years ago when Hobbits roamed ��Oh 
No!, it was only 104 days ago since the pack of 
hounds roamed around the area of the route to 
Hempstead.   

On a rainy Sunday afternoon at Northwest mall 
a pack of 42.5 hashers gathered to blast of into 
the unknown.  What happened at the start?  
Press on.  No notes here.  The main pack attack 
moves towards Hempstead Highway hashes 
northbound and turns right down a false trail on 
Karbach (thinking about all those �bachs� in 
Deutschland).  Perterbuilt showed up about this 
time offering us a beer from his vehicle.  Notes: 
(POST OAK Right-Right at WH.SAXET) After 
much looking the pack was on trail down N. Post 
Oak to check #457 where we turned right close 
to Tex-Tube and ended up in the lucky Ben-Wa 
Balls neighborhood.  Thtough the parking lot, 
next to the ware house across the ditch 
and�check #392-searching the Ben-Wa hood.  
(Notes: Left on Adrich (NITWIT) Becomes 
Clawson).  From there true trail (after 37 falses) 
went southbound ) which way did he go?)  down 
Aldrich street, across Westview and down to 
Clawson where of came out to Silber.  At this 
point, the pack of Nitwir, FMR, Dirty Sanchez, 
Choo Choo, etc., etc., were eagerly sniffing out 
the trail.  Southbound on Silber to check 
#396=false trails in different directions and true 
trail to the east towards the Entertainment 
complex.  Through the outdoor mall and back 
into the parking lot on the SE side.  I had been 
there the night before to see Matrix Reloaded ( 
Will-He Peters favorite movie of all time).  It was 
awesome.  Now its onto Revolutions.  When the 
Hash runs through and area like malls it is quite 

comical to see the looks on civilians faces.  It 
would be quite entertaining to take a video some 
time.  ( NOTES: BLAH BLAH LEFT ON 
SILBER EDWARDS TUNNEL- METRO).  The 
trail continues towards I-10, hits the feeder road 
to check #453 at a tunnel going under I-10.  As I 
departed the check I saw Dick the Boy Wonder 
and Jackie (?New Boot) head into the toxic 
waters of the drainage tunnel and true trail.  The 
FMR, Dirty Sanchez pack continued eastbound 
towards the Metro Park and Ride to short cut 
the part of the trail that went under I-10 and  
came back across on Post Oak.  (NOTES: 
FEEDER RAILROAD TRACKS). Trail 
continues through the Metro P and R, under 610 
and I-10 and picks up northbound on the feeder 
road at Old Katy Road.  I did have some funny 
shit that people said along the way but, this is 
what happens when you to do the write up into 
the next quarter.  Trail then turns right and 
heads towards the railroad tracks �circle� where 
several hashes have ended.  True trail cuts 
between warehouse buildings, goes to the tracks, 
and does a circle jerk where we hash  through 
the site where Grind and French Drip ended 
many moons ago.  Back down more tracks ( hey, 
this is sounding like one of my runs), left through 
a field and over a cyclone fence (Wow, Marine 
Corps type climbing) across Katy Road to 
Portway Street , south on Portway past the 
SPCA.  (NOTES: THROUGH OLD END SITE) 
As we turned the corner onto Portwest I see this 
METRO COP traveling atwarp speed down 
Portwest with lights on blazin!  I thought, we 
were in somdeepshit this time and then a 
nanosecond later I remembered that Squeaky 
Dick worked for Metro.  I was correct.  It was 
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the FAST and FURIOUS SQUEAKY DICK!  
(NOTES:PORTWAY RIGHT ON PORTWEST)  
Squeaky Dick and  Bucky Ben-Wa Balls were at 
the end to hang out with the Hash.  Several days 
later.   CIRCLE UP: Visitors: Squeaky Dick, 
Pinball (Austin H3), Dirty Sanchez ( from Bay 
City Michigan), A & B=?  NEW BOOTS( 
Virgins): Jackie ( Dirty Sanchez made her cum), 
and Monica ( Tuna Pucker made her cum).  
REBOOTS: Deadly, Pipes, Sextoy, Womb 
Service, Choo BIRTHDAYS: Tuna Pucker, 
Carrie, Beam Me Up Twatty VISITORS: 
Peterbuilt/Dolemite (Chicago H3-which he says 
sucks.) ACCUSATIONS: Burning Rubber=no 
maps on the cars, Dirty Sanchez for not wanting 
to cross the water. (NOTES: BLAH BLAH 
BLAH JACKIE>PUMP ME PUMP ME=?) 

On!On! To Greener pastures.  That�s all 
hashers! 

 

Choo Choo 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
    

 

 
 


